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/niioduction. One should think of instructional eo in he context of its

working with other media and as a means of moving People al g a continuum of

participation in learning. Only a view which includes these ideas will permit

instructional video to fulfill its potential for individual and mass education.

Instructional video reaches students enrolled in tea g-at-a-distance _

courses, campus students who use television to augment traditional modes of

instruction; and professionals who require continuous updating in,their fields.

Ii also affects 4 large audience of informal learners. Instructional video

presents a challenge in educational research and development because programs

must succeed in three ways: academically, aesthetically, andinstructionally.

Wide use of instructional Video can harvest and , ke advanced knowledge

more usable, increasing public awareness'and =More ension of discoveries on

the frontiers of kOwledge. It can reduce the t IIe lag between conception:, nd

application of ideas which change society. It improve the image of highei

education by becoming resource to facultied. Excellence in instructional

video will signal improvements in instructi,1 design, and will impact,on

teaching standards' everywhere. Widescale =e of the medium may be especially

significant in countries where teachers are scarce.

Producing multimedia courses and establishing an open learning network

are costly activities. A comprehensive, multimedia course of high quality may

coot from $250,000 to several million dollais. It usually involves production

IrT
of television, radio, newsprint, study guide, and text materials. Estimated

cost of producing the several hundred courses required is $60,000,000 pet year

0
for five years. This investment of talent and resources will enable us to

fle
achieve new levels of quality. in education.
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IA at teaching-at-ird tancelfinancial models, it is assumed that the

product' on coots must be rec vered from fees paid by the institution that uses

the co rse or by the stugen s who enroll in it. This burden on.the direct users

4

of th course does not take into account the-other beneficiariesi-however, and

may r strict the growth an potential usefulness, of instructional vi eo. An

alte ative model must be onstructed-which divides the costs among all the

ben iciaries, and isles depend on'federal subsidy.

Policy must be fo sated t suppo t all these aspects of instructional

eo and more.. It'aho d encourage-video. Policy should foster a number Of

1 Cost,efforts,whiCh e the laboratory for large-scaleproductions and the

aiming ground for ins ructional media personnel. Policy makers should nix--
. .

ureithe team relatio.,bip of scholars, designers. Artists, and analysts. '',The

rinciples of and re earch on instructional video must be incorporated in a,

40r.

vigorous national p licy, but this will be accomplished only when-the evidence'

is presented systematically to policy makers. A compelling example of truly

outstanding, instructional-video, a successful regional ne rk, or a national

champion for instructional video may bring the necessary f oils for policy

formulation.

What is Policy? I take the definition of "policy" to -be something 34ike the

following:' "Action or procedure conforming to, prudence or expediency. . .;

also, a course dictated by prudence or expigiency. . .tihence, a definite

courseLof action adopted as expedient or from other considerations. . .; spe-

otfically, a course or line of action adopted, and pursued by a.gov =Dent,

ruler, political party, or the` like. ." (Ne*-tenionary, 1959)

- The reason for going-to the dictionary is that the concept of pol cy has ,

always been somewhat fuzzy tome. Therefore, I will try toAprovide'a context
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.for ,e subject of instructional video policy by talking in a general way, before

I-bedome more organized and syStematic.
.

Phrases come to mind such as "We set policy" "We make policy dedisions."

' "It is our policy to encou development of the private sector's contri-

bution'to education by a. suitable tax structure." "The government's polidy in

relatiOn to instructional video is one-Of benign negiert."

Usually polidy decisions are made on the basis of inComplete infotmation.
. ,

Further, we .usually do not have the rules to fully interpret and extrapolate

from the information we have, and the accuracy of the information We do have is

ofteii suspect. Policy making under these circumstances is an exerdise in common

sense,_intuition, political negotiation, recognition of appioptiate patterns of

actions and events, and, finally,.wiadam...

Fruitful discussion of policy for instructional video requires agreement
Io

.

on the potential costa andbenefits of :different policy dedisions and the appro-

priate

.

-role-fpi different-elements of --society certain en . With-

out some agreement, a policy papet would assume the air of advocacy journalism.

.

Since I have almost no idea of the commonly held views among the participants

of this conference, let me at least put forward my own obilervations and conclusions.

>

Background Statements About TV and Instructional TV. Video is a medium of high
o

emotional Impact. People are attracted to the medium.. They interact emotionally

as well as intelledtUally.With what they see and hear on the screen. As evidence,

consider the.. advertising Power,of TV, consider the impressive sale of books which

are related to successful TVseries such as Civilisation, The Arent of Man, The

Adams Chronicles, and Rich Man. Poor Man. Martin Chamberlain of the University .

of California at San Diego Extension Division 'reports that the use of a video

series increased the retention rate in-a home study psychology course from 302

to-602. 'Dr. Bernie Luskin of Coast. Community College reports that when' a TV

4
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cburse on anthropology is shown one semester, enrollments in anthropology go up

the following semester. This illustrates that television has latent4as well as

a.

immediate effects. "The Incredible Machine" program on'the human body outdrew

commercial programs in many parts of the country durin prime time. Viewer

surveys of- instructional video.seriesof high, quality reveal that a surprisingly

large number of people faithfully watch all or most of the series. Another

interesting, line of evidence concerniig the potency of the TV message comes

from surveys,that show people do believe that television is both the most

attended to and most trusted source of news.

The above lines of evidence suggest that instructional video can attract
4

and hold a mass audience. The economics are such that while money alone never

can guarantee quality, increases in investment in production will increase the

size of the audience sufficiently that'the cost per viewer-hour is decreased.

Increased investment in production should also increase other beneficial effects.

For example, we' can hypothesize that a series of succesidurcourses

instructional video'will eventually resu In

long learning in most areas of the cdrricul
v

should prove to be a potent advertisement and conaciousnesaising force for

increased involvement with life-

In a sense,'instructional video

continuing higher education.

Questions. If the observations and inferences About the power and"consequences

are correct, weban begin toseaerate questions upbt which we can base policy:'

What its the:catalogof instructional'video effects? What is the magnitudeof:

these elfedts? Are,there negative or possibly negative_effects? What is the

optimal amount of instructional video which should be available to stations?

Do we need additional stations to carry Instructional video? What kind of "-

incentives and regulation are needed to ensure the airing of instructional

video at the needed times and in the optimal volume.over present:and projected.

5
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'stations? What is the optimS1'mliture of local, state, federal, public and i/

private &riding for instructional video? How will future technologies ouch as

video-discs and micro-processors affect the open broadcast baiket? How will

increased levels of instructional video of high quality affect the commercial

stations? What iblic objectives Should we have in this. regards What kinds

of regulatory and inlentive policies are'effective,in orchestrating the inter-

play between instructional video .of high 6-4ility and commercial broadcasting?

What are the benefits of instructional television to different segments of the

public?. To what extent is it important for instructional video to be part of

!More general teaching-at-a-distance system which would. include at-home materials,

kits, audiotape,, and other mass media,such as radio, newspaper articles, an

magazines for L.ws-stand and supermarket distribution? How important is

:the video to b part of a course in which Students can enroll. for credit

From the above, I hope it Is clear that instructional video is in itself

. . .

'a complex system which is Connected to the educational syhtemand to the entire

social system. As is usually the case with such a system, questions about,

instructional vide6can only be clearly wavered when we have the answers to

questions about the larger 07$ teas in Which the instructional system is imbedded.

We have nested sets of questions which range from the Specific problems of hard

ware and software; competing technologies, optimal times of intervention and

standardization all the way through to questions such as "What are we trying

to do as a society?"

As with any cOmpleX system, we can ask an endless number of questions.

can choOse an endless number of points at which to enter the system for the

purposes of'analysis. It would seem to be more useful to, build a model of the

Anstructional,video system Which includes the connections across the boundaries.

These. connections are with the educational system in general and the societfin
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general. (This model is bised.upon general considerations of unmet educational

need and potential educational effectiveness and experience with a variety of

innovative efforts including projects in individualized instruction, development

of a Doctor of Arts program, a small PLATO computer-based education project, and

the preparation of multimedia courses at,ihe University of Mid - America. In

addition, I have spent time in planning the National Institute of Educations

and in administration of a large urban vereity.)

Even if the -model is judged unrealis is or undesiiable in certain respects,

at least I feel that it will be,useful in nabling one to answer specific policy

questions.

Model of an Instructional Video System. Imagine a set of courses in which.the

television component is always of the quality of The Adams Chronicles. Further

consider a network of television stations which can devote ten hours a day to

this kind of programming (5 a.m.to7 a.m. in the morning and 5 p.m. to 1,a.m.

at night). 'Thus if we-use five days a week for broadcasting with the weekend

'used.for rebroadcasts, in a year we hive about 2500 hours of instructional

broadcadting time. If each course has, on the average, twenty half-hour

grams4 them 250 courses for'adpits could be hrdadcast in a single year. Of

course, two stations in a region. could double the number of courses. It is
.

I.

i

. assumed that the hours between 7 a.m. and 5 p.m: would be used for children'S
.

..

programs, as'theyiare now.

When a course is not on theair, it can be viewed on video tape at learning

centers in colleges, high schools, libraries, mobile learning centers, etc.

Special groups, such as engineers in a factory or medical workers in anhospital

can be served by cable, /TFX systems, or closed sircuit.

A personwhO'wents to Iyudy in depth but who does not want to formally

enroll. can obtain the associated course materials and study independently. If

7



a student feels that he or she has mastered a subject, he or. she can take a

nationally Certified exam ( aimilar to the CLEP, but more demanding) and receive

college credit.

Students who wish greater support can enro through the outreach programs

of hundreds of schools which are offering home-study courses geared to the

instructional televisions offerings,

With the capability of offering up to 250...courses a year, with some rotation

of schedules many adults can:, over aperiod of years, acquire the college credit

for a.variety of educational and career goals, Because of the quality ofthe
V

course materials, a large pdttion of the viewing audience (about 10-15% at any

one time) attends to the materials and drawsfram themes they choose..

The network of learning centers provides a variety cl services to help

A

adults make optimal connections with the educational system. The learning

centers provide information about all educational programs. Most importantly,

)

ehpy help to develop local learning communities (Similar to great bOoka discussion

groups) which help to overcome the isolation of the learner who is not enrolled

on campus. The learning center 14 the entry point for the student.who wants to

sort through the options which have an educational element.

Policy lmolications'of the Model. If the model is accepted in principle, there

are three major areas in which policy is needed. These are:

o Policy to encourage the development of the several hundred courses needed,

courses of high quality to form the critical mass,

o Policy to encourage colleges, community colleges, the armed forces, and

industry to contribute to'an] participate in the system; policy to encourage

the development of Aser organizatidas to influence the development of courses

appropriate to their mission.
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o Policy to encourage the develOpment of the network of learning centers

.;

which will providethe nuclei-for local learning communities.

Policy Avoroachesl.Timing. Policy can encourage.or discourage development at

many levels. olicy can either force the development of newiinstitutiods and

programs 'or allow new programb to compete for funds, with existing institutions.

We can set a policy of benign neglect, mild incentives and regulations, or

strong intervention. Policy can be set at many different levels of governmental.

and non-governmental organizations: -Once again; the combinations are-so many

that it takes an act of recognition, imagination,and a certain amount Of arro-

gance to make any-recommendations at All.

-I am concerned because itls obvious that bad policy can have harmful effects.

When we deal with dew technologies, the results are often uncertain. If we

proceed too rapidly in the absence of the, right kind of talent,, we assure

mediocrity which may take years to overcome -- if we can ever do-so. Never-

.

.tfieless, no decision is also a decision. Having expressed my uncertainty, I

make the folloWing poliiy recommendations:

o Establish a policy of funding for course delielopment which'draws on the

eleaints of society most likely to ben fit from the courses which are produced.

,

This might include a small earmarked t .on certain income' and go8ds, an allot-

ment from the general fund, or a system of matching grants from federal, state,

and private sources.

o Establish a policy of increasing support fOr course development over a

, I

.
five year period with the level of support coupled to evidence of minimum levels

of use by institutions and individuals, as well as the ability of production

centers to recruit and effectively use.the necessary kind and quality of talent.

At current prices, the final level of support needed is about S0 to 60 million

dollars a ybar.

6 N
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o,EatablistippliCY which will result in about six regional course develop-

ment-centers. These_centerivould be manageable organizations (annual budget

about ten to twelve million dollars)'which would produce about ten to twelve

courses pbr year.

.o Establish a sySteM'which will result in coordination among the production

centers.

o Establish a policy ofacademic review of the coursea. which will increase

theelikelihood that instructional video materials will be-accepted by the

academic community.

o Establiska policy 'that encOurages institutions to award,credit for stu eats

of courses related to instructional video who successfully.complete netiona y

accredited achievement tests.
J

o Cieate incentives for individual organizations, especially educational

institutions and libraries, to participate ,in the offeriAg of courses, the'

/(
provisions of learning center services,.and the specification of what courses.

are needed. Policy should also be set which
,
leais the participating organizations

. .

1 h
.

.

to provide feedback on the strengths and weaknesses of courses as well as on

what new courses should be produced.

Summary. There is sufficient information available tb enable us to estimate

the costs as well as the potential benefitsof the extensive develOpment of

instructional video for adults. We can further estimate the likely benefic ries

of the instructional video system. From these analyses.we, have the information

needed to'establish a policy, for the development of a coordinated network using

instructional televiiion;as a key element.',)Key poliCy areas would ass re a.pto-

duction.system capable of instructional willyatelevision as w 1 as a system w ch w
\..

enable the video and related materials to,be used\bra 4L audience in a v iety

of ways.

10


